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Abstract. In naturalistic behaviour, the affective states of a person
change at a rate much slower than the typical rate at which video or
audio is recorded (e.g. 25fps for video). Hence, there is a high probabil-
ity that consecutive recorded instants of expressions represent a same
affective content. In this paper, a multi-stage automatic affective expres-
sion recognition system is proposed which uses Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) to take into account this temporal relationship and finalize the
classification process. The hidden states of the HMMs are associated
with the levels of affective dimensions to convert the classification prob-
lem into a best path finding problem in HMM. The system was tested on
the audio data of the Audio/Visual Emotion Challenge (AVEC) datasets
showing performance significantly above that of a one-stage classification
system that does not take into account the temporal relationship, as well
as above the baseline set provided by this Challenge. Due to the gener-
ality of the approach, this system could be applied to other types of
affective modalities.

Keywords: Emotion recognition, affective computing, multi-stage recog-
nition, affective dimensions, spontaneous emotions, Hidden Markov Mod-
els.

1 Introduction

In the affective computing field [12], various studies have been carried out to
create systems that can recognize the affective states of their user by analyzing
their vocal [1], facial [11] [17], and body expressions [4], and even their physiolog-
ical changes [6]. Most of the work has been carried out on acted or stereotypical
expressions. More recently, there has been an increasing need to move towards
naturalistic expressions in order to create systems that can interact with peo-
ple in their everyday life. Naturalistic expressions, differently from acted ones,
change slowly as a person interacts with the environment. The AVEC chal-
lenge [13] provides a unique dataset of naturalistic audio and facial expressions
to help address this issue. These data have been recorded at a high sampling rate
making it possible to capture and analyze the slow transition between affective
expressions. The strong relationship between consecutive units (e.g., frames in



a video, utterance in a vocal expression) is an important source of information
on the basis of which to decide what expression the unit belongs to.

In this paper, we propose to use Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to model this
spontaneous process and create a system that is able to recognize the affective
content of the expression. Whilst the proposed approach is general, in this paper
we test it on the audio dataset in which the units of expression are the way
verbal words are expressed. The AVEC dataset uses binary affective dimension
levels to label each expression unit, however, our approach can be extended to
deal with a larger set of discrete states.

2 Related Work

Our work is not the first work to propose to exploit the temporal relationship
existing between recorded observations. Several methods have been proposed
for building automatic affective expressions recognition systems from audio and
video, with interesting results.

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Recurrent Neural Networks have been
successfully used for modelling the relationship between observations [15] [2] [9] [16].
Wöllmer et al. [15] first proposed a method based on LSTM recurrent neural net-
works for continuous emotion recognition that included modelling of long-range
dependencies between observations. This method outperformed techniques such
as Support Vector Regression (SVR). Eyben et al. [2] used it for audiovisual clas-
sification of vocal outbursts in human conversation and the results showed sig-
nificant improvements over a static approach based on Support Vector Machines
(SVM). Nicolaou et al. [9] also used LSTM networks to outperform SVR due
to their ability to learn past and future contexts. Wöllmer et al. [16] used Bidi-
rectional Long Short-Term Memory (BLSTM) networks to exploit long-range
contextual information for modelling the evolution of emotions within a conver-
sation.

Eyben et al. [3] proposed a string-based prediction model and multi-model
fusion of verbal and nonverbal behavioral events for the automatic prediction
of human affect in a continuous dimensional space. Recently, Nicolaou et al. [8]
described a dimensional and continuous prediction method for emotions from
naturalistic facial expression that augments the traditional output-associative
relevance vector machine regression framework by learning non-linear input and
output dependencies inherent to the affective data.

HMM is another method typically used to model processes characterized by
temporal relationships. Nwe et al. [10] used a four-state fully connected HMM
to recognize six archetypical emotions from speech, obtaining recognition per-
formance comparable to subjective observers’ ratings. A study by Lee et al. [5]
showed that HMMs produce more interesting results when the modelling is not
performed at the level of the emotional expression but at the level of the units
composing them (phonemes in their case). In this paper, we propose to exploit
HMMs to classify units of emotional expressions according to levels of affective
dimensions. Differently from previous work, we propose to use the HMMs in a
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Fig. 1. Overview of the multi-stage automatic affective dimension level classification
system. After the pre-processing stage, there are three classification stages, the last
two of which are based on HMMs.

second stage of the classification process after a pre-decision has been made by
exploiting other local methods. We also combine multiple classifiers into another
HMM in the third stage to boost the overall performance. Indeed, it has been
shown that multi-classifiers systems can outperform traditional approaches while
simultaneously reducing computational requirements (see [1] for a review).

3 A Multi-stage Affective Dimension Level Classification

System

3.1 System Overview

We propose the multi-stage automatic affective dimension level classification
system shown in Figure 1. The system perform an initial pre-processing stage
and three classification stages here described.

In the pre-processing stage, feature extraction and dimension reduction are
implemented on each unit (e.g., uttered words in the experiments reported in
this paper). Here, the dimension reduction is done by PCA.

In the first classification stage, the system aims to provide a classification of
each unit according to the level of affective dimension the unit expresses. Each
unit is treated independently from the other units. A set of different classifiers
is used to improve the classification of each single unit. The output of each
classifier is a set of decision values indicating the likelihood that the classified unit
expresses a particular affective dimension level (e.g., the probability to express
high arousal). For simplicity, we call this set of values the decision values.

Each classifier of the first stage is paired with an HMM in the second stage.
The output of each first-stage classifier is hence used as input to its HMM. Each
HMM reclassifies each unit by taking into account the temporal relationship
with the other units also classified at the first stage.

Finally, for the third stage, we propose to use a single HMM to combine the
predicted labels from all the HMMs of the second stage and reclassify each unit
in the sequence according to the affective dimension levels it expresses.



3.2 First-stage Classification

This is a standard pattern recognition system in which every unit of the data is
treated as sample. The temporal relationship between these units is not taken
into account. For the classification itself, any classifier can be used here. The
output of the classifier can be real values like the posterior probabilities in Naive
Bayes classification, or the decision values in Support Vector Machines (SVM).
Here, we propose to use the K-Nearest neighbour algorithm because it is simple
and, as explained in section 4.2, can conveniently produce a very limited set of
observed states for each sequence of units to be processed by an HMM in the
second stage.

Fig. 2. Four affective dimension level labels (activation,expectation,power and valence)
in an audio word sequence sample. Most of the affective dimension levels are changing
very slowly. Only expectation tends to have some faster changes in the whole sequence.

4 Hidden Markov Model

4.1 HMM Design

The main reason for considering HMM as modelling approach is that in a nat-
uralistic affective expression labeled as a sequence of affective dimension levels
we can observe the Markov property. Figure 2 shows an example of an audio
recording whose units have been labeled according to levels over four different
affective dimensions. Every expressed word (i.e., each unit) was labeled with a
set of levels, one for each affective dimension. The levels considered in the AVEC
database are binary: ’0’,’1’. ‘1’ means high level (e.g., high arousal) and ‘0’ de-
notes low level (e.g., low arousal). The level of an affective dimension of one word
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Fig. 3. Two hidden states in the HMMs and their transition matrices for four affective
dimensions computed on a subset of the AVEC audio dataset. These two states are
associated with the two levels of an affective dimension.

is very likely to be the same as that of the previous word. In the case of a more
refined description of number of levels per dimension, we could expect that the
level assigned to two consecutive words would be highly identical or very similar.

Based on this typical Markov property presented in these sequences, for each
affective dimension, we design HMMs with two hidden states: ‘0’ and ‘1’ as
shown in Figure 3. These two states are exactly associated with the two levels
of an affective dimension. These hidden states capture the temporal structure of
the data. p0,0 and p1,1 are the probabilities the system remains in the current
state and p0,1 and p1,0 are the transition probabilities between states. For each
dimension, a typical transition matrix is represented in Figure 3.

4.2 HMMs in the Second Stage Classification

For the HMMs in the second stage, the observed sequence was obtained based
on the decision values from the first-stage classification. Each classifier of the
first stage is paired with a HMM in this second stage. These decision values
output by the first stage can be continuous values, or discrete values depending
on the classifier used. When the decision values are continuous, Gaussian Mix-
ture Models can be used to estimate their probability distribution. When the
decision values are discrete, discrete probability matrices can be estimated for
each symbol on each state.

In this paper, KNN was used in the first stage. Discrete HMMs can be built
based on the decision function from KNN as shown in Figure 4. For example,
when K=5, the neighbours of a sample are 5 samples with label ‘1’ or ‘0’. The
probability of the label of this sample will be ‘0’ depending on the number of ‘0’
in its neighbours’ labels. The number of ‘0’ can be counted and there are only 6
possibilities: 0,1,2,3,4,5. Here, we simply choose this count number as observed
value of the HMMs, as shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. HMMs used in the second stage. The observed values Oi are obtained from
the decision values from the first classification stage. This example shows a possible
observed sequence outputted by a KNN when K=5. The hidden states Si are chosen
from states ’0’ and ’1’ as the hidden state sequence illustrates.

4.3 HMM in the Third Stage Classification

Another HMM was built for the third stage classification based on the predicted
labels (‘0’ or ‘1’) from the multiple HMMs in the second stage. This is a de-
cision fusion stage where the Markov property of temporal relationships in the
sequences is taken into account. As in the second stage, the count number of
how many ‘0’ were predicted is used as observed value. For example. a second
stage with 5 HMMs is equivalent to a KNN with K=5 in the first stage for HMM
modelling.

4.4 HMM Implementation

For the HMM training, the state transition matrix can be directly estimated
from the labels in the training set. The state emission matrices can be estimated
from the discrete probability distribution of the decision values from previous
classifications. For the HMM testing, the classification problem is converted into
a best path finding problem for the decision value sequence. The Viterbi algo-
rithm [14] was used to produce the best match label sequence.

Although there are some commercial or free HMM software packages avail-
able from Internet, this study did not use them because our model is simple
and the matrices can be estimated directly from the data. The HMM can be de-
signed to be more complex when the decision values are vectors. In the following
experiments, only these simple HMMs were used. They were trained separately
for four affective dimensions as a possible relationship between these dimensions
was not taken into consideration.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Dataset and features

The challenge data is constructed from the SEMAINE database, which consists
of a large number of emotionally coloured interactions between a user and an



Fig. 5. Unweighted accuracy comparison for four affective dimension levels. 13 clas-
sifiers were used to train both a first-stage only classification system and a two-stage
classification system. The performance was improved significantly for affective dimen-
sions activation, power and valence. There is only marginal improvement in expectation.

emotionally stereotyped character. More specifically, the AVEC2011 dataset has
been created from the first 140 operator-user interactions, which constitutes the
Solid-SAL partition of the SEMAINE database. The Solid-SAL partition consists
of users interacting with another person who plays the role of the emotionally
stereotyped character. There are 31 sequences in training set and 32 and 11
sequences in development and test dataset. The SEMAINE database is fully
described in [7]. Only those features provided by the challenge organizer were
used. For the audio dataset, each uttered word is described by a vector of 1941
features and a set of four labels representing the level of activation, valence,

expectation and power. The detailed description of the features can be found
in [13]. In order to reduce the dimension of the feature vector, PCA was used
and only 100 principle components were selected in the following experiments as
they covered most of the variance.

5.2 Results

The system was trained on the training dataset and firstly tested on the devel-
opment dataset. 13 different KNN classifiers were used for the first-stage clas-
sification tasks. The output of the KNN classifiers were inputted to the HMM
models and their corresponding two-stage results were obtained. All samples in
the training dataset were used for training and all samples in the development



Table 1. Unweighted accuracy for first-stage and two-stage classifications on the de-
velopment dataset. 13 KNN classifiers (K=2,3,...,14) were used in this experiment.

Accuracy first-stage classification Two-stage classification

% activation expectation power valence activation expectation power valence

KNN-02 50.00 62.09 44.90 45.36 58.21 54.84 51.49 51.09
KNN-03 54.96 55.99 54.30 53.36 60.13 59.74 57.54 55.74
KNN-04 52.31 61.34 48.45 47.94 62.35 62.37 61.72 56.18
KNN-05 55.82 57.17 55.18 53.49 64.28 63.80 62.06 60.61
KNN-06 53.41 61.52 50.74 49.45 66.65 64.21 63.64 62.14
KNN-07 56.47 57.98 55.90 54.42 68.02 63.56 62.60 62.45
KNN-08 54.65 61.37 51.89 50.88 69.10 62.96 64.57 63.30
KNN-09 57.00 58.67 56.33 54.75 70.47 61.94 63.56 64.83
KNN-10 55.50 61.79 53.39 51.91 70.39 63.75 62.83 66.38
KNN-11 57.48 59.38 56.88 54.71 69.77 63.69 64.38 67.06
KNN-12 55.56 61.90 53.48 52.02 69.63 64.75 62.77 66.59
KNN-13 57.26 60.06 57.12 55.04 70.55 64.37 63.65 66.72
KNN-14 56.09 62.16 54.44 52.78 70.94 63.82 64.28 66.76

dataset were used for testing. In this first testing phase, only the first two stages
of the system are considered and compared in order to evaluate the contribution
made by the second stage to the first stage for each individual classifier.

The unweighted accuracy results for thirteen KNNs are shown in Figure 5
and detailed values are shown in Table 1. We can observe from the table a clear
improvement in recognition rate between two-stage classification and first-stage
classification for activation, power and valence dimensions. Instead, there is only
marginal improvement for the expectation dimension. A 1-tailed paired t-test and
a 1-tailed non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-ranked test confirmed the significance
of the improvement between first and second stage with p-values < 0.0001 for
activation, power and valence dimensions and p-values = 0.01 for the expectation
dimension.

Table 2. Comparison of recognition rates on test dataset between the proposed three-
stage method and the baseline method.

Accuracy Activation Expectation Power Valence

% WA UA WA UA WA UA WA UA

Baseline 55.0 57.0 52.9 54.5 28.0 49.1 44.3 47.2
Multi-stage 64.3 66.2 57.0 58.6 41.3 54.4 50.5 51.4

The multi-stage method (including the third stage) was finally fully tested
on the test dataset of the AVEC audio sub-challenge that contains 11 samples of
audio sequences. The overall performances are shown in Table 2 and compared



with the baseline performance provided with the AVEC dataset. Our results
clearly show our method outperforms the baseline rates for all the affective
dimensions.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, HMMs were proposed to model the classification of a unit of
affective expression by taking into account the naturally slow changes in terms of
levels of affective dimensions occurring within an affective expression. A multi-
stage automatic affective dimension level classification system was built. The
process could be reduced into a two-stage system if the classifier in stage one
was not used. In this case, the dimensionality of the feature vectors would have to
be significantly reduced in order to be processed by the HMMs. The computing
load would then be much higher than with the multi-stage system proposed here.
Indeed, the classifier in the first stage reduces the dimensionality of the feature
vector to one dimension, thus making the system faster.

The key idea of the paper is that the hidden states of the HMMs are associ-
ated with the levels of affective dimensions. Therefore, the classification problem
is converted into a best path finding problem in HMMs. The Viterbi algorithm
can be used to produce the best match label sequences. Our system was tested
on the audio data of the AVEC challenge datasets and performance was shown
to improve significantly in comparison to a one-stage classifier that does not
consider the temporal information. In our tests with the development set, per-
formance improved significantly for almost all 13 classifiers used. For the test
dataset, our method outperformed the baseline method significantly.

An interesting development of this approach will be to take into considera-
tion possible correlations between affective dimensions. Furthermore, given the
generality of the approach, it will be interesting to test it on other modalities
such as the video database, replacing words in audio with frames in videos.
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